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The Best Course I Have Ever Taken
"I have 15 years of sales experience and have taken all the courses, gone to 
all the conferences. Earn1k is the best course I have ever taken...even better 
than my college business classes.”
—Chris H.

By The Third Client I Got My Price Up To $1,000 Per Site
"I joined Earn1k as a means of freelancing as a web designer.  By the third 
client I got my price up to $1k per site.  I am never afraid of losing my job, 
because at the end of the day I know my side business is always a source 
of income."
—Steven C.

Just Signed With A Client for $8,000
"Prior to Earn1K I was at a loss about the best way to get new clients...
more importantly how to get RELIABLE clients.  I just signed with a client 
for $8,000. From a personal perspective I would say that Earn1K is a small 
personal investment in unlimited earning potential. It gives a no-bullshit pro-
gram from planning to deployment that applies to virtually any business."
—Hilary G.

Amazing Psychological Tactics
"The psychology in this course is off the chain. Ramit, you are helping me tell 
myself I am capable -- and helping me visualize who I can be. As I write down 
my aspirations, my mind internalizes and starts to believe that I am who I wish 
to be 6 months from now. That's your magic, Ramit."
—Sheena A.
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My students get real results and can’t wait to share them with me.  Here’s what they 
said about their Earn1K experience.

1) “I’ve already sealed the deal with 1 clients for 
3 months of service at $1800! Not bad.”

—Maryann M.

2) Alicia K.
Marketing consultant...
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $66,000         

3) “I’ve tried to startup so many things without 
and clear way how to get my customers. After 
reading other sites and books with no luck. I 
was scared to sign up for another course. But 
I tried one technique (the briefcase technique) 
and it worked for me. It was a technique I felt 
comfortable doing and I want more of it so I 
knew that this was the course for me.” 

—Nasreen I.

4) “Long story short we walked away with him 
paying me $800 to do a break-even analysis 
on his business (something he’s never thought 
about doing) and get Google Analytics up and 
running on his e-commerence site. Not bad for 
is basically 2-3 hour of my time. One there is 
a couple months of data for the analytics I plan 
on coming back with some analysis on his traffic 
and suggestions for improving his conversion 
rate.” 

—Zan T.

5) “I have just got two more blocks of work for 
April, totaling €3,000 and we are just at the 
start of the month.”

—William 

6) “If you have made / saved enough from Ramit’s 
free material to pay for the class, you should buy 
it b/c you already know you will get the value.  If 
you haven’t made / saved enough money from 
Ramit’s free material to pay for the class, walk 
away b/c you are an idiot.” 

—David A.

7) “The value of this course is going to be higher 
than the price I paid. Otherwise, I’d keep my 
money.” 

—Alexey B.

8) Randall B.
Software test automation...           
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $20,000          

9) “I got my first freelance gig immediately after 
I finished lesson 2! Earn 1K has given me the 
confidence to dive in and get started. I had done 
a lot of planning already so lessons 1 & 2 helped 
me clearly define what I wanted to do - and most 
importantly I got it on paper. I’m actually on my 
way to my $1,000 in the next 6 months!” 

—Ashley W.
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10) “No one teaches you how to run your 
business as effectively and in as targeted a 
way as this.” 

—Darika

11) “In the last 4 weeks I’ve closed 3 deals worth 
$6,685- and these are projects I’m doing on 
the side.  I do web development, mainly using 
WordPress and again, I do this on the side. I 
used one technique that I read about”. 

—Jason V. 

12) “Since you graduated college, you’ve worked 
a string of jobs that have gotten you nowhere. 
Screw the job market—you have skills way more 
valuable than using a cash register or making 
pizzas. Use the skills you already have to earn 
money on side. You’ll be working for yourself 
and you’ll have way higher job satisfaction. 
***It’s not an impossible dream*** There is a way 
to earn money with out sacrificing your self-
respect. Earn 1k isn’t a scammy SEO, it’s your 
ticket out of shitty-job-hell.” 

—Johanna S.

13) Lori C.      
Wedding and portrait photography         
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $20,000         

14) “For the past 6 months, I’ve been earning 
$500-$1000 a month from my photography 
business, thanks to your kick in the ass to get 
it started.  It’s kind of amazing how little work 
was required to get to where I am today.” 

— Thomas 

15) “I no longer see earning more as something 
only other people can do. I had hesitations 

before joining, I wondered if it would be a cheesy 
course, but the quality of the sample material 
and blog in general was enough that I was 
willing to try it…  When my client asked me how 
much I charge per hour and for a specific project 
I ALMOST said, “Oh no, I’ll do it for free, you 
don’t have to pay me...” and instead I blurted out 
$100/hour and she said great. I almost argued 
against being paid because I didn’t believe 
that my skill could be worth money until I got 
slapped in the face with the opportunity. I was 
really lucky that this person assumed I would 
charge but if I hadn’t taken the class, I probably 
would have argued her back to zero. And no, 
the client wasn’t my mother or related to me.” 

– MP

16) “Why wouldn’t you want to learn how to market 
your skills.  Not just because you want more 
money, but knowing that you have something 
that you can share with others and make there 
lives more enjoyable.”

—Lee A.

17) “I just signed with a client for $8k. From a 
personal perspective I would say that Earn1K is 
a small personal investment in unlimited earning 
potential. It gives a no bullshit program from 
planning to deployment that applies to virtually 
any business.” 

— Hilary G.     

18) “The first two lessons were so basic, but 
absolutely essential for me.  Unlike many other 
people in the course, I had no idea what market 
I wanted to approach or what skills I would even 
use.” 

— Eugene Y.
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19) “College students pay more per class and 
are usually taught by people that haven’t 
actually “done it.” 

— Kevin M.          

20) “At a high-level, my mindset was completely 
changed. Initially, I was awakened to the reality 
of earning money on the side and 9 months 
later, I am approaching a level where I feel 
completely in control of my work life. This 
mentality shift was extremely valuable when 
I negotiated an additional $10 an hour on one 
of my current projects. Since that negotiating 
date, I have billed just under 200 hours. Using 
those numbers, the module on pricing alone 
has been worth 2 grand.” 

— Chris C. 

21) “I’m in charge of what I do and how I do things 
as a freelancer.  I don’t have to do the same 
thing I do in my regular job, I don’t have to do 
the thing that I’m most educated in if I don’t like 
it.  Freelancing, at least for me, and at least 
for now, should be something that makes me 
happy, and also makes me some money.” 

— Gary R.

22) John M.
Real Estate Finance Consultant 
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $10,000          

23) “I landed a 2k contract right after 1k 
started...have an interview tomorrow...going to 
be applying the, “shut the hell up” strategy & the 
‘u me u’ sandwich...could be a 30k project..” 

— Greg K.

24) “I landed a $5K per week, 6 month contract 
with a large construction firm in the Midwest…  

I may even sub some of my 1st client’s work out 
to my subs with my big client’s knowledge and 
approval. They want to hire me as a regular 
employee now but they can’t afford me.“ 

— Joe T.

25) “How daring ask the right questions to 
the client allowed me to come up with a killer 
proposal document (ala Briefcase Technique) 
and close a 2,500$ deal with a lot of torque 
in the negotiation because the client was 
salivating over the perfectly targeted proposal 
and could anticipate the quality of what I would 
deliver through the quality of the proposal 
document itself.” 

— Mathieu F.

26) Chris L.       
Character rigging (3D animation)               
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $1,980            

27) “I switched ideas for freelancing. I was 
planning to do photography then I noticed that 
people keep asking me for website advice. 
Thanks to earn1k I finally listened and realized 
that is what the market wants from me, not 
photography. I did couple gigs on websites 
before when I couldn’t refuse (duhh), I charged 
$50. Now I have a new client I am charging 
her $75.” 

— Attila 

28) “I have gotten over my fears of 
procrastinating or being perfect before I start. 
I just did it and now I am leaving my job with 
6 months of living expenses and going off to 
Amsterdam and Romania to work on my site full 
time, while working on promoting it in the US 
and lining up things to promote like being on 
shows or news or radio shows and getting on 
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magazines and guest blogging.  I just got my 
site finished and now I am loading it up with lots 
of content and am ready to roll.” 

— Emilio T.

29) Chris C.        
Financial Systems Analyst             
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $20,000         

30) “Took action and got off my butt to get clients. 
I figured out my ideal client, sent out 10 emails 
using earn1k scripts and in a week one of those 
recipients signed a contract for $800/mo for 
three years, at about ten hours a month.” 

— Kentaro R.

31) “My rate increased by 55% and I paid off 
$7k CC debit last year.”

 — Angelo 

32) Will K.            
High school academic tutor
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $15,000         

33) “I applied getting into my customers head 
and building trust to landing a $400 sale 
within a week of implementation.  There is 
a SYSTEM.+ Sales = HELPING YOUR CLIENT, 
that’s it, nothing scammy. + BABY STEPS” 

– Victor

34) “Before Earn1k, I knew a lot of good theory 
for my work in design and marketing. However, 
I had not put myself in the uncomfortable 
position of failing miserably while learning real-
world applications of my knowledge. Since 
Earn1k, I have not only learned a lot about my 

craft from a practical point of view but increased 
my earning potential significantly. My effective 
per-hour rate for standard design projects has 
gone from about minimum wage to about $20 
per hour. When considering signing up, I did 
hesitate initially. However, I was signing up for 
college classes at the time of registration and 
noted that the cost of Earn1k was lower than 
taking a course in my business college. Add 
to that the network of other Earn1k students 
and the support for the course and it really 
was a simple decision to find the money for 
the course.”

— Ben D.

35) Ryan H.          
Email Marketing for Art Galleries
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $5,600            

36) “My biggest problem is that since I started 
implementing what I’ve been taught in E1K, 
the client I got before hasn’t stopped giving 
me work! I haven’t had time to focus on my 
conference design business because this 
company thinks I hung the freaking moon. I 
would turn down some work or raise my rates, 
but all the work is good and I’m happy with my 
rates. After this project I’ll talk to them about 
finding/fixing more of their [obvious] problems 
and talk about raising my rates with them.  
Thanks!” 

— Jesse

37) “I write paid articles for design blogs and sites.  
I got 13 paid clients (ie. blogs and websites) 
by using Ramit’s email scripts.  Always trust 
an Indian when it comes to money. Also, you’ll 
quickly earn back the money through your 
first paid gig(s), and from then on out, you’ll be 
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making more money than if you didn’t invest a 
little to learn how to grow.” 

— Oleg M.

38) “This course is probably more valuable than 
my MBA. MBA teaches “value proposition.” 
Earn1K teaches pinpointing the benefits. MBA 
wants a business plan with financial projections 
and then become billionaires. Earn1k wants 3 
paying customers to start.” 

— Wendy

39) Emmanuel G.        
Traditional organic cooking          
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $4,000             

40) “I do web design projects for Japanese 
clients that want an English language website 
(or multilingual website).  Doubled my rate 
from $20/hour to $40/hour.   You don’t need 
an idea right now. If you want to earn extra 
money on the side, a huge part of the course 
is identifying what you can do from your skills 
and knowledge to offer to other people. You’d 
be surprised about what some people do. Then 
after that, it’s almost automatic because the 
action steps are so concrete. Granted, it’s still a 
lot of work on your side so it’s not easy, but it’s 
definitely worth it.” 

— Franky C.

41) Janna    
Editor    
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $7,200            

42) “Its a great content that you would take a 
minimum of 100 books reading to even cover 
the material of the first 4 chapters... and on top 

it we have the help from a array of people and 
also a ton of new stuff added all the time...” 

— Rajesh M.

43) “I teach neighborhood parents of my friends 
how to use their macs. I more than doubled my 
rate from 20$ to 50$ — and using Earn1k scripts 
and techniques no one even batted an eye when 
I made the switch.   Start your business this 
week. if it doesn’t pan out — buy this product 
— then you WILL start your business.” 

— Sam G. 

44) John F.             
Motion graphics               
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $5,000         

45) “Hey Ramit, Thank you for helping me on 
the call tonight. I am getting that book Never 
Eat Alone. I’ve tried to find Referral Flood on 
Amazon and Google, but I’m having a hard time 
finding a book with that specific title. Would 
you tell me who the author is again? Is it the 
Duct Tape Marketing book?  I asked Susan 
about this already and she said she’d check on 
it, but I thought I’d ask you as well: Will we be 
emailed the handouts Mike Williams created for 
us? Is it posted somewhere we can find it? That 
information is gold and since this course rolls 
pretty quickly, I want to make sure I download 
that information before I forget.  Lastly, I wanted 
to tell you that giving us the permission to fail 
during the Office Hours was so great tonight. 
I know that I’m putting a lot of pressure on 
myself NOT to fail and my shoulders went 
down about two feet when you said that. Just 
a little feedback.  I’m appreciating this course. 
It’s hard, but it’s worth the money. Thanks,” 

— Rebecca K.
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46) “The cost of the course isn’t holding you 
back - the fear of failure is. It’s time to invest 
in yourself if you ever want to overcome the 
dreaded “”someday”” disease.” 

— Royce S.

47) “I teach wilderness skills and ecological 
design workshops for college students and 
professionals. I ran a workshop series that 
earned me $2000 with one marketing email 
and $50 in expenses.  It’s like a good business 
school for a small fraction of the price.” 

— Connor S.

48) “I write research papers for International 
Organizations.  I started working on a day 
rate of 350$ for better clients and earned my 
1000$ in three days.  The $1000 can be made 
back very easily. I didn’t even do half the course 
and had already made all the money I spent on 
it.” 

— Paul P.

49) Erin        
Print/web design             
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $8,000    

 
50) “I had reservations about joining the 
course, but I have learned so much more than 
I could have imagined. This course will be 
the best decision you’ve ever made if you are 
ready to take action and commit to starting your 
freelancing business.” 

— Jessica O.

51) Daniel M.   
Data backup services      
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $48,000  

       
52) “Web design and technology consulting 
(including online marketing) for small businesses.  
I made more than $2500 in 2 months.  If you 
do what is taught in Earn1k, and I mean really 
work at it and do it, you will EASILY earn back the 
amount you paid for the course.  The information 
you will learn will come back to you time and 
time again as you are sitting with clients and 
looking at potential projects.” 

— Chris H.

53) Dafydd J.     
IT Systems Administration           
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $10,000         

54) “My company name is Indie Wedding DJ. I 
focus on DJing for events (mostly weddings) 
for people who like good music. In my opinion, 
and my customers, this is typically indie rock.  I 
started making money on the side and I quit my 
day job on Jan 7, 2011.  I’ve always wanted to 
work for myself but I had no idea where to start. 
Under a year after being in E1K, I am working for 
myself and loving my life!” 

— Justin J.

55) Patty H.      
landscape and water feature design       
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $30,000          

56) “I raised my yearly income from 56K per 
year to 92-102K per year.  Do it, I got a huge 
return on my investment of time and money.” 

— Andrew B. 
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57) “Ramit, I’m not sure if you’re collecting 
success stories yet, but I have secured, as of 
this morning, better than $10,000 in side income 
over the next two months from one mega 
client, with prospects to continue with similar 
compensation. This is up from roughly $100 per 
month before. I have not only met my goal for 
the course, but met my goal for the remainder 
of the year! I owe this success in no small part to 
the Earn1k course. I think that once I invested my 
own money (and more than just $50 for a book), 
that added enough incentive to get off my ass 
and make things happen. A 2000% return on 
investment doesn’t seem too bad to me, either, 
especially considering the course is only about 
half over.  Thanks, Ramit.” 

— Ben 

58) “I earned twice as much on the sides as I did 
the previous year. Join now, it’s only money. 
You were only going to spend it on yourself 
anyway with booze and cigarettes.” 

— Keith H.

59) Sophia C.
Group tutor        
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $9,000            

60) “I help social entrepreneurs with their 
business strategy, marketing, and personal 
branding.  I raised my rate from $200/month to 
$800/month in five weeks.  Joining Earn1K will 
enable you to do some amazing freelance work 
and earn good money doing it.” 

— Matty 

62) “I help individuals, businesses and institutions 
be more sensitive to the environment.  I was 
able not only to double my rate from $60 to 
$120 an hour but also service twice as many 
clients in one year than I had before.  Just do 
it - Try it for yourself. Once you stretch your mind 
to the endless possibilities you will never go 
back thinking about what could you have done.  
Take the leap.” — Paras N. 

62) Tim F.     
Web Development         
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $10,000     

63) “Hi Ramit, I have to tell you, I had some doubts 
about joining the course, specially because at 
the exchange rate from my local currency to US 
Dollars, the course was a HUGE expense for me 
(1 month salary). Now one month has passed, 
and for me it was the BEST EXPENSE EVER 
(scratch that, BEST INVESTMENT EVER). I’m 
already contacting prospective customers, 
and I’m finally shifting from ineffective tasks to 
results. Thanks,” 

— Matias B.     

64) “My first asskicking call with Ramit increased 
my income 50% in just 5 minutes and paid for 
the entire cost of the course. This added up to 
an extra $2000 income over 2.5 months.  Stop 
reading/consuming - it’s time to take action to 
move towards your goals. Step up or shut up.” 

— David H.

65) “I manage SEO and Adwords campaigns for 
small business owners.   I had a 100% return on 
my investment within 8 weeks, and will earn at 
least  10K on the side next year.”

 — KC 
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66) “I do online marketing for small businesses in 
Gainesville, FL.  I got my first completely new 
paying client (no friend, or friend of a friend) 
within 4 weeks of the course and made $1700 
with that deal.   You can either continue to do 
what you’ve always done and get what you’ve 
always got or try something different that will 
help you truly get results.” 

— Christina

 
67) “Honestly, you shouldn’t buy material as an 
excuse not to take action - but sometimes the 
psychological commitment of a product can be 
as important as the information inside.” 

— Jonathan 

68) “I just wanted to thank you for the earn1k 
course. I bought the standard course. Without 
even finishing all the modules yet,  I’ve made 
over $900 bucks in about 6 weeks tutoring 
accounting students. It paid for itself in less 
than a month. Good stuff bro, keep up the good 
work.” 

— Trevor

69) “I went from $0 per month to $2600 per 
month…. It was a game changer for me.  It might 
be for you, too.”

 — Owen O. 

70) Angelo P.
Multimedia designer      
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $5,000   

         
71)  “Earn1k is the blueprint for developing a 
vehicle to finally travel the path laid out in self-
help books on business and breaking away 

from 9-5 (the 4-Hour Workweek, ReWork and 
others). VERY SPECIFIC STRATEGIES TO GET 
YOUR ASS OUT OF YOUR SEAT AND BUILD 
SOMETHING AWESOME.” 

— Marbey  

72) Cora H.              
Lingerie Business Consultant for Indendent 
Retailers & Designers.           

Total earned since joining Earn1K: $5,000            

73) “I tripled number of clients from 1 client/
month to 3 clients/month.  Are you getting the 
results and earning the money you want right 
now? No? Then take the Earn1k course!”

 — Janet C.

74) “I would say that this was not a fly-by-
night scammy business deal - it’s really good 
advice that is vetted and thought about.  I kept 
nodding my head the whole time during the 
course, thinking Yes this is the right way to do 
things.” 

— De Mott

75) John M.
Security/Combat Instructor (Knife/ Stick fighting)             
Total earned since joining Earn1K: $2,500            

76) “First off I want to say that you’re one of 
my favorite bloggers. I love the IWT site and 
obsessively check it for updates, and constantly 
re-read old posts to figure out how I can 
implement stuff into my life. I love your recent 
emphasis on producing versus just consuming; 
that really hit a chord for me, as I realized I’ve 
done that quite frequently and have been trying 
focus on producing more, not just reading.
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Two things. First, I emailed you last year related 
to the Earn 1K course (email below). I said that I 
was gonna try and sit through it because I knew 
how valuable it would be, despite my incredibly 
hectic schedule of full time engineering job + 
10-15 hrs/week of gymnastics training. Well, it 
turned out I WAS too busy; I just couldn’t sustain 
the course AND be productive/refreshed in the 
gym. (If I hadn’t had that legitimate reason to X 
amount of sleep hours, I would definitely have 
finished the course. So non-athletes who are 
busy have no excuse!) I only sat through the 
first few lessons before I realized I’d have to 
postpone the rest. 

Anyway, just from the first lesson of “get inside 
your customer’s head” I was able to get a 
freelance writing assignment that gets me 
an extra $300-$500 per month. For months 
prior to the course, I had been pitching a 
magazine I write for with story ideas but none 
of them got me assignments. I was starting to 
get really discouraged and about to give up 
when I watched those first few Earn 1K lessons 
and realized I wasn’t getting inside the editors’ 
heads or pitching something they needed. Once 
I figured that out, I was able to successfully pitch 
some stories AND get an ongoing assignment 
to blog for the magazine. As an aside, the blog 
I write for them is about dating/relationshps/
etc. And FYI, I’m Indian. What the hell do I know 
about dating/relationships?? I grew up in a strict 
Hindu background, my thoughts and experience 
in that area are truly warped, plus I have to be 
super careful what I write because my mom and 
sisters know about it!!! Really, I have no business 
writing such a blog,and friends ask me all the 
time “how the f*ck did you get that gig??”  It just 
goes to show you the power of getting inside 
your clients’  head....:-) So, thanks! I can’t wait 
to see what else happens when I am able to sit 
through the rest of Earn1K!

Second, thanks to your blog, I’ve tuned in to the 
critical importance of psychology and the power 
of persuasion. And of testing/tracking results. 
I recently  tracked/analyzed over 100 Gchat 
conversations I’ve had with the guy I am seeing. 
We met in India, he lives in Canada and I in the 
U.S., and we’re both super busy, so I’ve had to 
figure out what was working and what wasn’t, 
since I really want this to work....and we all know 
that girls are more relationship-oriented at first 
than guys, so given our tricky conditions it needs 
some extra effort on my part. ...And I found out 
some interesting things! Ahh, the power of 
tracking results. (Please don’t ever ever use this 
little tidbit of an example unless you change 
the names of the countries)...just I thought 
you’d appreciate the excessive nerdiness of my 
approach. Ha.” 

- Pam M.

77) “Ramit, I’m current Earn 1K Student. I took 
my sweet ass time doing the lessons and 
have not applied them to starting a freelance 
idea, but am earning nearly $1K more per 
month thanks to this course. It’s EXTREMELY 
valuable to me and I want to share details 
on how, and what drove me to sign up.  
 
I work in sales at a startup in the intellectual 
property industry. We offer a platform that is much 
more expensive than traditional methods, yet 
we get much better results for our clients. 90% 
of the clients that use us have been pleased that 
they have invested in our platform as we provide 
results that save them thousands, if not millions, 
of dollars. (Seriously. Consider that the average 
patent litigation costs between $3M-$5M.) 
 
Why do you care? Well, I have used the specific 
techniques and scripts from Earn 1K in my full 
time job to:
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- Increase response rates to outreach twofold 
(wish I had tracked better here, I’m sure the % 
increase would floor me)

- Get a promotion in responsibility from inside 
sales to direct sales

- Increase my yearly salary 20%
- Negotiate a 5% commission, with no minimum 
(!) and no cap (!!)

- I already received a bonus check for 
$2K after taxes and that was for the 
period before my new commission 
 
Now, to be clear, Earn 1K didn’t get me here. 
I got me here. I did the work. But DAMN did 
Earn1K help. Not all lessons translate to from 
freelance to normal business, but most do. 
The two lessons with the greatest impact — 
Module 1, Lesson 4 and Module 3, Lesson 1:  
 
- 1.4: As 2010 was a year of quick growth, our 
ideal client profile in December 2010 was hugely 
different than that of January 2010. Focusing on 
where I was getting the most results and what 
the pain points were allowed me to realize that 
74% of my responses were coming from *one 
type of individual. *In doubling-down my efforts 
on that type, I was able to blow away my Q410 
lead generation goals to the tune of 125%. 
 
- 3.1: Often, with cold outreach, I would 
follow up with an email, which (in retrospect) 
absolutely sucked. I lived in your delicious 
bookmarks section on copywriting and in the 
email scripts in the 3.1 lesson. The template in 
the slideshow that begins with the subject line 
“John, I’d like to help you edit your videos” 
and everything below that resulted in emails 
that WORK. Unbelievable. I no longer feel 
like I’m sending emails into a black hole.  
 
I have been focused on my professional job 
because, quite frankly, I can earn quite a bit 
with my new commission. However, I’ve been 

impressed withthe Year of the Hustle, and with 
the webinar on multiple streams of income. This 
very month, February 2010, I’m going to get 
my first on-the-side client (my freelance idea: 
computer tuition for elderly folks who are totally 
overwhelmed with technology — already done 
the 1.1-2.1 pre-work on the side.) Can’t wait to see 
the Earn 1K 2.0 material. Thanks for all you do. I 
appreciate having someone in my life who isn’t 
afraid to kick ass, take names, and not accept 
mediocrity. Peace,” 

— David D.

78) “When I started Earn1K, I had thought of 
freelancing with the skills I have on my current 
tech job.  I was quickly pulling in some jobs for 
$100-$150/hr and finding them with minimum 
effort. Then I found out that it wasn’t going to be 
something sustainable in the long term, because 
this service was just using me and my skills, and 
I would be working more than I currently do 
and make only maybe $50K more, but no time 
to enjoy the things I want to do, and I would 
have to be at customer sites all the time. I was 
taking money off the table that was guaranteed, 
but it didn’t align with my long-term goals. 
 
My goal is to be remote 100% of the time, so 
I decided to just concentrate again on my job 
and from some of the principles of the material 
from Ramit’s classes (IWTBR and Earn1K) I 
made $30K more than the previous year, and 
paid off all my debt.  Now that I got that out of 
the way, I wanted to get with my freedom from 
corporate America, so I planned to start my site 
(an idea I had for a while).  I revisiting some 
techniques I learned with Earn1K, and I finally 
went with Elance and this week I finished the site, 
and I now am ramping up the content.  By the 
end of the month, I should have enough content 
to go after other blogs to guest post, going 
to reach out to  radio shows for appearances, 
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magazines to get articles and publicity on there, 
as well as,online magazines/blogs, and shows.  I 
am going full out.  All that and I will be quitting 
my job and doing all of this from Amsterdam for 
3 months. Hopefully things go as well as I hope, 
and I will be generating some money within 90 
days.  I plan to cover my expenses with my site 
within 6 months.  Best Regards,” 

— Emilio T.

79) “Without having any business background 
to begin with, learning about get-in-their-head 
sales and referral tactics is priceless.” 

— Cary

80) “Before Earn1K I never took action, and now 
I’m constantly looking for new opportunities and 
following up with them.  If an idea doesn’t work, 
I put it aside, learn from the experience, and try 
again, looking for quick wins..” 

— Johnny L.

81) “Before Earn1k, I didn’t think a freelance 
career was even possible!  And I had no idea 
where to look for new clients.  Now I recognize 
that clients are everywhere and that they do 
want my assistance.  The world is less scary.” 

— Esther

82) “I have a swagger. When people try and tell 
me their “big idea” I grill them with questions 
and almost immediately they regret bringing it 
up because they are unprepared for my assault.” 

— Patrick

83) “2 years before Earn1K I created a website, 
blog, etc. and it went nowhere. After Earn1K 
I stuck to my strengths, focused on creating 

value and found real projects.” 
– Maulik

84) “I had so many ideas, but I would just talk 
myself out of doing it (I still do that now, but at 
least I am consciously aware of it and try to talk 
myself back into doing it). Now I tell myself to 
suck it up (what I imagine you would tell me if 
you were listening to me inside my head) and 
just do it, because I’ll never know unless I take 
some action. Then I do it.” 

– Sarah

85) “BEFORE: Not very confident in business. 
Hadn’t even had a business course before. 
Self-confessed “financial illiterate.” I was 
good at what I did, but didn’t have ways of 
translating it to value to clients (and even 
myself, sometimes.)     I was the LAST person 
to join the course (I was actually late to join 
the coaching tier!) because I was so afraid of 
failing and “being the worst” in the class. But 
I realized that I would easily spend the same 
amount of money on clothes & going out. Might 
as well try, I thought!    AFTER: I am MUCH more 
confident: I do specific actions EVERY DAY for 
my business. Following up contacts, maintaining 
business, relationships, giving opportunities my 
students be “performance ambassadors” who 
can speak for our studio. Every single day I take 
one tangible action towards growing my studio, 
fashion business, or chamber music business. 
It’s just part of the daily routine, like brushing 
your teeth.    I’m not afraid of failing; I’m afraid of 
missing out if I don’t try.” 

– Jackie S.

86) “The biggest difference is that I am my own 
boss, and I feel it. If I want more money, I raise 
my rates or do more work; I don’t have to wait 
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for a supervisor to notice me. If I don’t like the 
work I’m doing, I find new work. As far as a 
behavioral change: I now go out and get what I 
want instead of waiting for someone to give it to 
me. This has made me proactive and confident.” 

— David N.

87) “I totally got called out during the lesson 
on things not to do, like wasting hours tinkering 
with a website and designing business cards, 
that we only do to avoid the real work. I can’t 
tell you how many times I thought I needed to 
start a blog or create a logo, and got so bogged 
down in the substeps that I never got a business 
off the ground. Now I place higher priority on 
tasks that actually grow my business.” 

— April D.

88) “I think about my time and skills in a different 
way. I make sure that when I am doing 
something that it will give me a proper return. 
I also feel confident in charging the correct 
amount for my services instead trying to get by 
on $20/hr.” 

—  Justin J.

89) “I realized that failure is part of success.” 
–Steve A. 

90) “I consumed a lot of business seminars, 
but this is the first one I’ve been asked to take 
action in during the seminar, and i did. Not as 
much as I would like, but I’m making forward 
progress. I’m also less worried about finding 
that “one grand idea” and more interesting in 
trying ideas instead now.” 

— Chris L.

91) “Before I thought that I NEEDED all my 
clients. Now I now that I need THE RIGHT 
CLIENTS.” 

— João G.

92) “My first client was a small firm in DC that 
needed help with a new technology that I 
happened to be familiar with. They explained 
the problems they needed to solve in the job 
description but I also came up with other 
solutions that they could implement after 
doing a fair bit of research and came fully 
prepared with my first visit to the office with 
a plan written on paper. (I saw this in your 
Briefcase technique video). They seemed really 
impressed with that. I also offered to do sample 
work which they agreed to but that afternoon 
after I got home they offered the contract to me 
over the phone so that was a really smooth first 
deal.” 

— Franky

93) “My first client was the result of one cold 
call that I made after getting a referral from a 
former client.   In a week we had set up a price 
and a timeframe for adding some components 
to their website.   I was really scared because 
I immediately doubled my usual rate when 
I quoted them, but I learned that focusing 
on their benefits, not on how much work or 
time it is for me, and delivering, I got a happy 
customer.  I used to close deals over the phone 
and via email, but meeting up in person is what 
I really think made a difference.  And I charged 
$300.” 

— Matias 

94) “I found Patricia on Craigslist, asking for 
someone who was knowledgeable about listing 
items on eBay. She said she had clothes and 
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shoes she wanted to sell (I have experience 
selling designer clothes/shoes), and to email 
with a price quote. I emailed her and asked if she 
was still looking for someone. She said yes and 
mentioned she had really limited experience 
with eBay and asked me how we should go 
about doing it. Since I don’t have a car (I’m a 
student, and I’m not getting one until summer), I 
said she would have to drop it off at my house, 
but that I would take care of everything from 
there. I figured since she was paying me to list 
stuff on ebay for her, something that’s a fairly 
straightforward task, she didn’t want to spend 
time doing any of the mundane work of taking 
pictures and measurements. So I did all of it 
for her. I told her I would do a sample batch 
of listings for her, and if she was satisfied with 
them, we could keep going. If not, she didn’t 
have to pay me.  Since I was just beginning to 
believe that anyone would really pay for the 
convenience of someone else listing stuff on 
ebay for them, I said I would charge $10/hr. She 
was so pleased with my first batch of listings, 
that when I talked to her about increasing my 
prices, she was totally fine with doubling my 
rate.” 

— Sarah

95) “I’d say the breifcase technique helped me 
land my first deal worth $2500. I’ve used it 
since for other deals too. One of them was for 
$4,000.” 

— Kaushlesh B.

96) “I directly e-mailed the website owner using 
Ramit’s script, and he replied back, “I’d love it. 
How do you want to start?” 

— Eric S.

97) “I used the “getting inside the client’s head” 
technique to craft a proposal that landed a 
$5,000 contract. By taking just 30 minutes to 
prepare, I was asking all the right questions and 
showing a sincere interest in the project. That 
project deal was closed in one phone call.    One 
more: The technique of looking for other ways 
to solve your client’s problems has been hugely 
effective. Rather than spending time looking 
for new clients, I’ve been able to add value to 
myself for existing clients, which has resulted 
in more projects beyond the original scope of 
the contract. For one client, that meant an initial 
project fee of about $1,800 plus about $600 per 
month thereafter.” 

— April 

98) “One of my favorites is “Do It For Them.” If I 
run into a problem or I see something that needs 
to be fixed, I just go ahead and do it then shoot 
off an email saying “hey I did this, here’s why, let 
me know if I should change something.” People 
love this. For example, when I started at my first 
contract I started sending status updates to the 
owner every Friday. He never asked me to do 
it, but he was really excited when I did. This 
had the side-effect of keeping him off my back 
because he knew that every Friday I’d update 
him. Anyway, they loved me at that company 
and this is one of the reasons why. This led to 
a $33,000 renewal of my contract and the 
promise of future work.” 

— David N.

99) ”Referral machines. 10 clients in 6 weeks. 
:) (Goal was 10 clients in 6 months!!) One client 
wanted to lock me down for 10+ years = at 
least $60K (more like $75K).” 

— Jackie
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100) “I have used the 5 line pitch to contact 
leads, and have had a positive response leading 
to phone calls 60% of the time. otherwise no 
response.” 

— Chris P. 

101) “I defined my target market and stopped 
writing a piece that I didn’t think would go 
anywhere.  Beforehand I would have finished it 
anyway because I would have felt that it would 
be a loss not to do so.  This time, I saw it as a 
win — I saved a ton of time NOT chasing down 
a lead that was likely, in my experience, to go 
nowhere.  And with that time, I wrote an article 
that was instantly accepted for publication.” 

– Jeff Z.


